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JAYMARANDY LIVESTOCK

MOTTO

PLAN

thethe

thethe
Committed to excellence in beef cattle production.

To continue to make a daily decision to improve our cows 
based on soundness, structure, udder quality, mothering 
ability and phenotype. 

We transitioned to the Angus breed because I have always 
wanted to make cows look and function a certain way.  
Specifically, the cows.  I wanted a herd of beef cows that I 
can look at, and appreciate what I am looking at regardless 
of which cow family they originate from. The herd is getting 
there, and I appreciate the opportunity to work at it every 
single day. This includes when they have big healthy bull calves 
at side. A large contributing factor in our selection criteria, to 
execute THE PLAN, is a Dam that checks all the boxes.



Greetings cattle producers.  Again, I would like to thank you 
for taking the time to read and view through our 2023 Online 

Bull Sale catalogue.  I am pleased to say that we have grown 
in offering size and I believe we have also maintained the high 
standard of quality that you have come to know and trust.  The 
sire groups we have available are plentiful, group sizes are 
smaller yet the feeling is as individuals they are simply great. 
The lead off bull, The Lion, has found numerous friends this year 
at the 2 outings he had in the show ring.  Shown twice receiving 
the Reserve Champion Bull at the Manitoba Angus Gold Show 
and a Division Champion at Canadian Western Agribition.  He is 
truly an impressive individual and the viewership from several 
countries and many different breeds let us know this with 
many being very complimentary toward him. From the first 
lot to the last lot I believe they have plenty of positive to offer.  
Our female focus is on phenotype, calving ease, soundness and 
udder quality, a maternal focus. Make no mistake, we do our 
best to maintain the muscle shape, the center mass and the 
power that has been our focus for 40 years.  I believe if you 
make the females right, the bulls will come the right way.  The 
bulls are good and stout with balanced profiles, are sound at 
the ground as an entire group and will be talked about more in 
their individual write ups.  To maintain this maternal focus we 
occasionally reach deep into the past and pull out sires that 
are known to be a great cross of female maker and commercial 
pound producer as seen in tag 132K. And, occasionally we get 
the opportunity to offer really neat and new pedigrees into 
Canada that few others will offer, as you can see with tag 127J. 
You will also see several bulls raised in our program that are 
being returned into it.  It is very intriguing when we see just 
how well that they can produce in comparison with the sires of 
past and present.

This past fall we began our own online female sale dubbed 
Jaymarandy Livestock Finest Female Sale.  We put our best 
stock into it, bred the way we like them and were very well 
rewarded. We sent females into reputation programs on both 
sides of the border and into several Canadian provinces.  We 
are appreciative of the attention the live cattle and embryo 

lots received.  Several of those same females are siblings to the 
bulls and went on to be very well received at Canadian Western 
Agribition with stall traffic and show ring success. Of course 
this is highlighted by the Jaymarandy Georgina 103J female 
being Reserve Division Champion of the Senior Yearlings.  Tags 
128J and 129J extend from this very cow family and are really 
neat individuals.

The industry is down in numbers as a whole in North America, 
the market is strong, is riding a really nice high and it is still as 
important as ever to keep your quality at the top.  Be aggressive 
in your breeding approach, own the “fancy” and big ones at 
the stock yards. Or, if you dare, spread your wings and take on 
new farm direct beef sales. There is a demand, people want a 
trusted food source. People want to know the face of their food 
suppliers. Be aggressive, feed a few, hang some carcasses, 
find out how your product measures up.  We are and it is a very 
eye opening experience.  Look into new opportunities with 
Genomics, EPDs etc but never, never forget the true stockman’s 
tool that you have had all along, your eyes.

Respectfully, 
Mark Angus & Family

WELCOMEfromfrom
JAYMARANDY LIVESTOCK
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SALEInformationInformation
Jaymarandy Livestock
41127 Rd 70N
Beausejour Manitoba

SALE PHONES
Mark Angus   1-204-281-5099

BOHRSON MARKETING SERVICES
Scott Bohrson   403-370-3010
Taylor Richards  306-821-4169

AMERICAN CONSULTANT
Clinton Laflin   1-620-583-0207
C Bar L Cattle Co
Russell Kansas 

ONLINE
With DLMS Farm Gate Timed Auctions
    
DIRECTIONS FROM BEAUSEJOUR 
South 2 miles from the intersection of Park Ave (Hwy 44) 
and Hwy 302. 1/4 mile West on Rd 70N to municipal yard 
site 41127. 
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS:  All cattle sell under the terms and 
conditions of the Canadian Angus Association and Canadian 
Simmental Association.

If you have any complications please contact Mark immediately.  
I will do my best to get you a functional bull in a timely fashion 
or have a credit applied to our next sale if it is resulting from an 
origin based complication.

SIGHT UNSEEN PURCHASES: If you are unable to make it too 
the farm prior to the sale we can discuss your needs for bulls 
and the bulls will be as we discuss them to be or you will not 
be required to follow through with the purchase.  However, we 
do provide photos, videos and a Management and Consulting 
company to assist with any purchases.  All bulls will have hoof 
photographs available upon request from Mark.  

SEMEN TESTING: All bulls will pass a semen test by 14 MOA.  
Jaymarandy Livestock guarantees bulls to not only pass a semen 
test but to also mount and service cows and heifers.  Fertility 
testing is provided by a member of the Beausejour Animal 
Hospital large animal staff. If you have any questions or concerns 
you can contact them or Mark directly.
Beausejour Animal Hospital: 1-204-268-2177

CARCASS EVALUATIONS: Ultrasound service provided by Windy 
Ridge Ultrasound, Raymond AB. 1-403-330-3000
**will be provided on a supplement sheet prior to sale day** 
Contact Mark with inquires.

GENOMIC EVALUATIONS: Provided through Angus GS and CAA

FRAME SCORES
All bulls will be put through the chute and measured twice and 
the average will be used and is calculated with the American 
Angus Association Frame Score Chart.

PERSONAL SCORES AND EVALUATIONS
DAM’S DOCILITY AT CALVING
We have developed a dam’s docility at calving score as we pride 
ourselves on breeding bulls with highly maternal pedigrees and 
as such expect customers would want to understand what the 
potential replacements will be like to deal with as cows at calving 
time.  Personally, I will cull a cow based solely on temperament 
regardless of how well she produces. Our children are often in 
the pen with cattle and the cows had better behave or the cow 
is gone.

1/5 - Poor demeanour and sells with the calf in the fall.
2/5 - Best managed in a later calving interval and best managed 
out of a barn.
3/5 - Cow is respectful but calf is best managed on its own.
4/5 - Regular handling of calf in presence of mother but aware 
of her.
5/5 - Regular handling of calf in presence of mother with no 
concerns.

CALVING EASE SCORE
* Cows only
** Cows and larger framed heifers
*** Heifers

Feed and exercise program: I have a fairly simple philosophy 
when it comes to feeding.  They are fed for longevity - Grass hay 
with oat silage and moderate supplementing with energy based 
textured ration from Trouw Nutrition.  This combined with 3 weeks 
of creep feed whole oats pre-weaning to assist in maturing the 
gut lining.  Post weaning, the bulls are hand fed whole oat grain 
while on grass to continue to mature the gut lining.  After 30 days 
the bulls are moved into a 6 acre paddock and fed for the winter.  
This provides a sensible volume of feed and allows for the bulls 
to have plenty of ground to exercise.

VALUE ADDED PROGRAM:
-Free board of animals until April 15/23
-Fusoguard (foot rot vaccine) x 1 shot plus 1 booster.
-All bulls vaccinated with Bovi-Shield One Shot and Covexin Plus 
in spring with a fall booster of Bovi-Shield Gold and Covexin Plus.  
Again, Bovi-Shield Gold and Covexin Plus prior to delivery,
-Longevity fed bulls

TRANSPORT SERVICES
Transport of live cattle in Canada: Jaymarandy will assist with 
logistics of all live lots selling. Please make arrangements with 
Mark after the sale.
Transport of live cattle in USA:  Jaymarandy Livestock will 
perform all appropriate testing with Beausejour Animal Hospital 
and coordinate export to a central point in North Dakota.  Cattle 
going into Eastern States will be coordinated with H.S. Knills 
Transport of Paris Ontario.
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On behalf of the Angus family of Jaymarandy Livestock, 
all of us at Bohrson Marketing are pleased to welcome 

you all to their DLMS Farm Gate Timed Auction bull sale 
held the 3rd-4th of April 2023. 

The Jaymarandy program has focused heavily on the 
mother cow and built on a sound set of fundamentals 
that have put fourth this strong set of bulls on offer. 
The Angus division is highlighted by a special two-
year old bull that gathered a tonne of attention last 
fall at his two showings and a group of yearling Angus 
bulls that are bred to last and get out and work. The 
two Simmental bulls on offer are a great compliment 
to the set of bulls and offer and exotic option with the 
baldy face advantage! Be sure to make plans to link up 
with Mark to tour the bull pen, the cow herd and the 
operation at Jaymarandy Livestock. Mark loves to talk 
cattle and would be proud to show you his bull pen. If 
any of us at BMS can help answer any questions you 
may have about the bulls on offer, please feel free to 
give us a shout anytime. 

Best Regards,  
The Bohrson Marketing Team

WELCOMEfromfrom
BOHRSON MARKETING SERVICES

SCOTT BOHRSON TAYLOR RICHARDS MARTIN BOHRSON ROB VOICE

JAXON PAYNE JAY SIBBALD CODY HANEY DARRYL SNIDER
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HOW TOBidBid
HOW TO BID | WWW.DLMS.CA | FARMGATE TIMED AUCTIONS
HOW TO PARTICIPATE IN A FARMGATE TIMED AUCTION 
After you are at the FarmGate Timed auction site click the LOGIN/REGISTRATION button. 
FIRST TIME FARMGGATE USERS: First time users will select the REGISTER button from this page. Fill out the registration 
form to signup for a free user account and it allows you to select a username and password for use on all Farm Gate 
Timed auctions. (please note due to some of the text notification features the FarmGate Time Auction Site requires a 
new account separate account from your DLMS Live sale site)
- After you create your FarmGate account you will receive a txt message with a pin code to verify your account. 
- On your first log in to FarmGate Timed auctions we recommend you go to your profile and confirm your notifications 
are set to YES. This allows the site to send you text and/or email notifications when you are out bid and if there is 
activity on your favorite lots. 
RETURNING FARMGGATE USERS: If you have used Farm Gate Timed auctions in the past simply enter your user name and 
password to continue. After you have logged in you are able to browse the timed auctions on DLMS FarmGate Timed 
Auctions. 
HOW TO BID IN A TIMED AUCTION: Now that you are logged in and your account phone number / email is verified you are 
able to bid on an upcoming sale. Simply find the lot you are interested in bidding on. After you have found the lot there 
are 2 options for bidding on the lot.
PLACE NEXT BID – to place the next bid on the item, you see the amount in the first box, you simply click the “Place Bid” 
button and after you review the bid and agree to the terms and conditions your bid will be placed. 
MAX BID AMOUNT – to place a max bid you put your max bid in the second box listed as “Max Bid” on the item, and then 
click the “Place Bid” button and after you review the bid and agree to the terms and conditions your bid will be placed 
as the next bid. With the Max Bid placed the computer will then keep you as the high bidder to the max amount you 
have placed. This can be a great feature if you are not able to give 100% attention to the sale close out and protect 
your interest so you do not miss out on any lots you want to purchase. The Max Bid amount is completely confidential 
from the seller during the sale process. 
EXAMPLE OF HOW THE MAX BID WORKS - If the lot has a $2000 bid on it and you place a proxy bid of $3500 into the 
system, the computer will bid $2100 for you but if some one else bids $2200, the computer will again bid for you, this 
time at $2300. The system will look after your interest to a maximum of $3500. If another bidder is on at $3600, your 
proxy will no longer be effective and you will no longer have the winning bid on this lot without once again logging in 
and bidding again or moving your attention to a second lot of interest. Please note that in some cases a lot value can 
change very quickly if 2 max bids are placed on the same lot competing against each other. 
WATCH LIST FEATURE: If you have items in multiple auctions or only a few from the same auction that you want to 
watch with out having to scroll through the entire list you can add the lots to your watchlist. On each lot you will see 
the “eye” button beside the bid button, by clicking this “watchlist” Icon that item is added to your personal watchlist for 
easy viewing of just your favorite lots in this sale or on the entire site. 
SALE ENDING / CLOSEOUT: Most FarmGate Timed Auction sales close racehorse style with extended bidding. 
WHAT IS RACEHORSE STYLE CLOSE? Racehorse style sale close is when the entire sale stays open in extended bidding. 
This type of sale allows you as the bidder to change to a different lot within the same sale if the bidding has gone in to 
extended bidding.
HOW WILL EXTENDED BIDDING WORKS? When we get to the close out end time the clock for close extends with any 
bid placed with less than 5 min on the clock. This type of extended bidding turns the end time to more of a soft time. 
Extended bidding allows bidders to compete in lots like a real auction and give all bidders the same time to make a 
decision. Always follow the clock to see how much time remains in the sale you are interested in. 
BIDDING CLOSE & FOLLOW-UP: After the clock has gone to “ENDED” and no bidding has occurred for 5 min the computer 
will declare the sale finished. Following the close typically within 24 hours of the sale close the sale consignor will 
contact all winning bidders to arrange payment, transfer of pedigrees and delivery/Pick up of your lot. Or as the 
winning bidding you can contact the sale consignor / sale manager to confirm payment instructions. 
- Please make sure that your account info is up-to-date and correct if you are the winning bidder of a lot as this is how the billing is 
sent to Sale manager and/or Sale consignor. 

ON DLMS FARM GATE TIMED AUCTIONS
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CE BW WW YW Milk

7.0 1.4 51 82 26

BW Adj WW Adj YW

90 786 1219

DDAC SCORE: 4/5 FOOT SCORE: C-6 A-6 CALVING EASE: ** COWS/BIG HEIFERS FRAME SCORE: 6.2 HIP HEIGHT: 52.25”

1
JAYMARANDY THE LION 125J

LotLot

HF G-MAN 29B
SEVERTSON G-MAN 288E
SEVERTSON ZIMMIE 90Z

JUSTAMERE 1728 MAXIMUM 430A 
JAYMARANDY GRACE JLMA 640D
YOUNG DALE GRACE 169B

2203352 | JLMA 125J | APRIL 18, 2021

8



When naming this bull so many reasons for his name are so fitting, the timeline and many 
for what he is exactly.  He is an absolute beast of a bull, a king in his domain type of bull, 
a bull that makes you pay attention.  And it would be cool if any of those were the main 
reason.  The true reason is to pay homage to my late Father, Leonard Angus.  Leonard: 
origin of name - Lion Hearted, Brave, Lion.  I wanted to put it onto a bull I believed would 
be a great one!  If you knew my Father it just fits.  He never had to say much, he could just 
be and people respected it and few ever challenged it.  

The Lion is one of the more interesting bulls to be made available as of late and we are 
proud to say that we bred and raised him.  He is stout, deep and balanced.  On the move 
The Lion walks directly forward with all four legs, straight out to the shoulder with no 
swing, just flexion and extension as it should be.  On his rear legs he flexes each individual 
joint as it should and when he extends those joints to the appropriate limit he does so 
without any internal or external rotation at the hip.  He just moves like a big cat.  Another 
bonus is that he does so on a great set of feet - symmetrical, square, steep and lots of 
it.  He has never been trimmed even through the super wet spring, summer and fall we 
experienced, with show bull type care, he just maintained and had zero over growth.  The 
females on the bottom side of this pedigree have a commitment to bettering the breed 
with every mating we have thrown at them.  The Dam and Grand Dam were shown twice 
together resulting in a Reserve Champion Female at Manitoba Ag-Ex and a 2 Year old 
Division Champion at Canadian Western Agribition.  Even with his own show ring success, 
the show ring is not the end all be all, it is a manner for us to interact with Purebred and 
Commercial Producers.  When it goes well it is really nice to be there, and when it doesn’t 
it is equally important to have been there.  It is a useful marketing tool of our livestock, 
regardless of a single opinion.  We show our breeding stock, we don’t breed show stock.  
That said, harping on the bulls phenotypical excellence is not absolutely necessary when 
the pictures and videos are available.  More importantly the bull is a meat wagon with an 
adjusted Ribeye measuring 15.71 sq/in and having a 63.2 LMY, with less than 1 mm of back 
or rump fat. Lots of good end product for a bull that was bred with maternal in mind and 
conditioned with sale as a 2 year old in mind.  Both dams are donor cows, getting there 
by their own actual production merit.  

When you address the sire you will find a cowboy bull.  A feet, legs, calving ease, 
maternal focused pedigree from a large cowboy program at Severtson Land and Cattle.  
Unfortunately I did not fully appreciate what I had until it was a bit too late.  He offered 
calving ease and his daughters are now lactating and they are simply amazing females. 
The udders are large with perfect teat size and placement. Their body dimension is 
massive and the frame is still moderate.  Every single offspring of the G-man bull have 
had excellent, zero maintenance feet.  

Selling 3/4 interest and Full Possession: Call for details
***I feel that this bull has the opportunity to represent the our program and that of the 
new owners well in exhibition and am willing to continue to show the bull for or with the 
new owners***

DAM MATERNAL BRTOHERGRAND DAM MATERNAL SISTER
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CE BW WW YW Milk

8.0 1.6 63 116 26

BW Adj WW Adj YW

87 869 1433

DDAC SCORE: 4/5
FOOT SCORE: C-7 A-7

CALVING EASE: ** COWS/BIG HEIFERS 
FRAME SCORE: 6.8 HIP HEIGHT: 51.5”

2
JAYMARANDY WAR CRY 127J

LotLot

ICC PAY RAISE 4886
WAR GAMES

WAR TIGER C030 A371

WAR PYWT’S WARWAGON D502
WAR EISA ERICA G291
WAR FOUNDATION B396 X190

2268232 | JLMA 127J | OCTOBER 9, 2021

War Cry is a really interesting bull, one that will up the frame slightly and will most certainly drive the performance.  This product of a first calf 
heifer is a fortunate result of a purchase at Wagon Hammer Ranch in Nebraska and is a product of my 2 favourite animals in their 2020 Spring 
Sale.  Interestingly enough I ran out of money when attempting to buy his sire, glad to say I stayed steady and bought his dam that day instead. 
She has turned into more that just a pretty cow.  She has plenty of milk and does exactly what I want a cow to do - look good while raising some 
pay weight.  I have heard it said in the past, “they are sold by the pound, what they look like is a bit irrelevant”.  I disagree.  I want to look at 
them every few days for sure and I want to damn well appreciate what I am looking at.  War Cry will do that for you.  He will make them weigh 
right and look right at the same time.  This is certainly a bull that could and should see service in our program.  Incidentally, we have loaded up 
on some really good bulls and now offer this powerful, outcross sire in our sale.  He is truly an excellent phenotype bull and ties it together with 
incredible power to be unique and complete.

2
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CE BW WW YW Milk

1.0 2.9 57 91 19

BW Adj WW Adj YW

70 612 1003

DDAC SCORE: 4/5
FOOT SCORE 128J: C-7 A-5
FOOT SCORE 129J: C-4 A-5

CALVING EASE: *** HEIFERS
FRAME SCORE 128J:  6.0 HIP HEIGHT 128J: 50”
FRAME SCORE 129J:  5.7 HIP HEIGHT 129J: 40.5”

3
JAYMARANDY NIGHT SWEATS 128J

LotLot

JUSTAMERE 1728 MAXIMUM 430A
JAYMARANDY NIGHT SWEATS 6H

YOUNG DALE TILDA 736E

YOUNG DALE BELIEVE 46B
YOUNG DALE GEORGINA 68E
YOUNG DALE GEORGINA 25C

2278721 | JLMA 128J | NOVEMBER 12, 2021

CE BW WW YW Milk

1.0 2.9 57 91 19

BW Adj WW Adj YW

82 614 1011

4
JAYMARANDY NIGHT SWEATS 129J

LotLot

2278722 | JLMA 129J | NOVEMBER 12, 2021

Another cow that hit a home run on production 
on an annual basis.  Raised by their own dam 
without any type of grafting onto another dam.  
To describe one of these bulls is to describe the 
other.  Both are incredibly stout, have excellent 
feet, perfect hair for the Canadian winters 
and they are the result of a really sneaky/
opportunistic/enthusiastic bull from our 2021 
sale.  We do normally like to utilize our own 
home raised bulls to sample the product that 
we want to put into the industry.  However, we 
would rather be able to make that decision on 
our own.  The Night Sweats bull was an excellent 
calving ease prospect with exceptional foot and 
structure and on last report has been a perfect 
calving ease bull.  Purchased by Swynar Farms in 
our 2021 online sale, Night Sweats was sampled, 
whether or not we made the decision or he 
made it for us is irrelevant when the results 
are this good.  Their dam calved in mid January 
the prior year, making her move 60 days earlier.  
Another pair of bulls that will make excellent 
replacement females with fertility clearly built 
in.  Our 2022 Finest Female Production Sale 
high selling female and CWA Reserve Division 
Champion female, Jaymarandy Georgina 103J 
stems from this very same cow family.

3
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CE BW WW YW Milk

2.0 2.0 50 85 25

BW Adj WW Adj YW

93 672 1078

DDAC SCORE: 5/5
FOOT SCORE: C-6 A-6

CALVING EASE: * COWS
FRAME SCORE: 5.9 HIP HEIGHT: 50.75”

5
JAYMARANDY LIT UP 130K

LotLot

BROOKING BANK NOTE 4040
JAYMARANDY LIGHTS AND SIRENS

JAYMARANDY GRACE JLMA 640D

COLEMAN CHARLO 0256
YOUNG DALE TILDA 733E
YOUNG DALE TILDA 4P

2278849 | JLMA 130J | DECEMBER 15, 2021

CE BW WW YW Milk

9.0 -1.0 59 100 24

BW Adj WW Adj YW

72 712 1159

DDAC SCORE: 4/5
FOOT SCORE: C-6 A-6

CALVING EASE: *** HEIFERS
FRAME SCORE: 5.8 HIP HEIGHT: 49.5”

6
JAYMARNADY PAYWEIGHT 131K

LotLot

BASIN PAYWEIGHT 006S
BASIN PAYWEIGHT 1682

21AR O LASS 7017

JAYMARANDY HARD EVIDENCE 626D
JAYMARANDY GRACE 802F
YOUNG DALE GRACE 102Z

2278853 | JLMA 131K | JANUARY 1, 2022

The very first Jaymarandy Lights and Sirens 
son that we will sell by public auction, and we 
couldn’t be more appreciative of the quality of 
this bull.  Lit up is long bodied, stout yet mellow 
bull with a beautiful dam that has plenty of 
milk and puts son’s into excellent commercial 
programs with one son working at Sliworsky 
Ranch and another at Shorenberger Farms.  His 
dam is another female that we have flushed 
and put back into production base solely on 
her first few calves.  We will be adding more of 
her into the ET program this year.  A quality bull 
through and through, that is equally as good at 
the ground.

An absolute heifer bull by design and on paper.  His 
dam is wonderful Hard Evidence daughter that 
stems from the Young Dale Grace 102Z family.  Not 
only is he a really well made heifer bull, with our #1 
BW ratio, he then came in with a WW ratio of 104 
with a YW ratio strong enough for a life ration of 
103.  He has the makings of calving ease bull but 
without doubt he can definitely bring in some pay 
weight.  His dam is a beautifully made female with 
an excellent udder and the quality phenotype of 
a 2nd in class show heifer at the National Angus 
Show.  Again, here is a bull that will be a strong 
female producer in the future with excellent foot 
quality.  His maternal sister by Firebrand was the 
$9250 high selling bred female in 2021 Keystone 
Klassic selling to Rockytop Cattle Company.

5
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CE BW WW YW Milk

4.0 2.6 60 106 26

BW Adj WW Adj YW

86 709 1216

DDAC SCORE: 3/5
FOOT SCORE: C-6 A-6

CALVING EASE: ** COWS/BIG HEIFERS
FRAME SCORE: 6.7  HIP HEIGHT: 50.75”

7
JAYMARANDY JUNEAU 132K

LotLot

O C C JUNEAU 807J
KOUPAL JUNEAU 797

KOUPALS ELBA 187

YOUNG DALE BAZAAR 16W
YOUNG DALE GRACE 102Z
YOUNG DALE GRACE 107W

2278854 | JLMA 132K | JANUARY 1, 2022

Here is a bull that if I was strictly buying based on the quality of dam I would start and end right here.  His dam is none other than a farm favorite, 
Young Dale Grace 102Z.  This is her first bull calf ever produced.  She has 4 daughters now lactating here, 2 working in purebred programs and another 
at an excellent commercial program.  A highlight of those selling being Jaymarandy Grace 101J selling at The Rose Bowl Sale to Lyseng Land and Cattle 
and Kueber Farms for $10,500. When I made this mating I had really hoped for a female that I could bank on being a donor with 102Z getting along 
in age and Juneau females exhibiting some of the best cow look I have seen. Fortunately she had a bull with an absolute herd bull look.  Not ending 
there, he boasts a Life Ratio of 112, WW Ratio of 102, YW Ratio of 114 out of a cow that has a YW ratio of 105@9 and a Life Ratio of 101@9 head.  If it 
is really important for your bulls to have excellent mothers than this should be a bull that is high on your short list. She is also the Grand dam of Tags 
131K, 133K and 205K.
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CE BW WW YW Milk

6.0 0.9 49 82 29

BW Adj WW Adj YW

82 701 1131

DDAC SCORE: 4/5
FOOT SCORE: C-6 A-6

CALVING EASE: *** HEIFERS
FRAME SCORE: 6.5 HIP HEIGHT: 50.25”

8
JAYMARANDY BIG FREIGHT 133K

LotLot

BASIN PAYWEIGHT 006S
BASIN PAYWEIGHT 1682

21AR O LASS 7017

YOUNG DALE ZIKOMO 79Z
YOUNG DALE GRACE 85B
YOUNG DALE GRACE 102Z

2278855 | JLMA 133K | JANUARY 2, 2022

CE BW WW YW Milk

0.0 2.4 49 82 24

BW Adj WW Adj YW

80 657 1088

DDAC SCORE: 4/5
FOOT SCORE: C-6 A-6

CALVING EASE: *** HEIFERS
FRAME SCORE: 6.5 HIP HEIGHT: 50”

9
JAYMARANDY ROUNDTABLE 205K

LotLot

S&R ROUNDTABLE J328
MICH WHEATLAND 8103F

EXAR HIGHROSE 84026

JAYMARANDY COPENHAGEN SMILE
JAYMARANDY GRACE 3H
YOUNG DALE GRACE 102Z

2298453 | JLMA 205K | JANUARY 13, 2022

Big Freight is another bull extending from the Young 
Dale Grace 102Z line and we don’t ever need to even 
think about their ability to produce results.  Simply 
put, they work. His dam is a female that we have 
been holding out hope to get another female from 
and had hoped that all these Payweight calves were 
going to come as females.  We won the female lotto 
on a 3/4 sister to this bull and Tag 131K so will need 
to be patient and hope the old girl gives us another 
female soon.  This is great opportunity to get into a 
fresh pedigree for Canada from a cow family that 
is an absolute lock.  You will be able to retain every 
female from this bull without hesitation.   Big Freight 
is exceptionally long made with a great profile and 
excellent feet.  He has a maternal look to him that I 
value highly and will be a nice addition into a Purebred 
program wanting to continue to push the maternal 
which made the Angus cow famous.

Roundtable is a calving ease prospect in weight 
and design.  His dam is a female that we included 
into our show string in 2021 and his paternal 
Grand dam serves as a donor cow for Michelson 
Wheatland.  He is smooth and angular in design, 
small skulled and has a bone structure ideal for 
calving.  He again is a Grand son of a very special 
cow in our herd, Young Dale Grace 102Z.
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CE BW WW YW Milk

1.0 2.5 51 86 25

BW Adj WW Adj YW

95 727 1129

DDAC SCORE: 4/5
FOOT SCORE: C-6 A-6

CALVING EASE: * COWS 
FRAME SCORE: 6.2 HIP HEIGHT: 48.5”

10
JAYMARANDY WIG WAG 207K

LotLot

BROOKING BANK NOTE 4040
JAYMARANDY LIGHTS AND SIRENS

JAYMARANDY GRACE JLMA 640D

COLEMAN CHARLO 0256
YOUNG DALE TILDA 736E
YOUNG DALE TILDA 4P

2278910 | JLMA 207K | JANUARY 15, 2022

CE BW WW YW Milk

2.5 2.2 61 101 26

BW Adj WW Adj YW

94 686 1127

DDAC SCORE: 4/5
FOOT SCORE: C-4 A-5

CALVING EASE: * COWS
FRAME SCORE: 6.4  HIP HEIGHT: 50”

11
JAYMARANDY FLATLANDER 209K

LotLot

CONNEALY EARNAN 076E
BROOKING BANK NOTE 4040

E A ROSE 918

JUSTAMERE 1728 MAXIMUM 430A
JAYMARANDY GRACE JLMA 640D
YOUNG DALE GRACE 169B

2289336 | JLMA 209K | JANUARY 19, 2022

Another moderate made, powerfully 
constructed Lights and Sirens bull by a Charlo 
cow.  His dam is flushmate to the dam of Tag 
130J making him a full sib in blood to 130J.  Not 
only similar on paper but similar in construction.  
This super stout bull is excellent footed, gets 
out well on the move and has the muscle flare 
that Lights and Sirens transmits into every 
single calf that he sires.

Here again is a fabulous ET calf from our Jaymarandy 
Grace 640D donor cow.  He is a complete made bull 
that has the same foot quality as all the cattle from this 
cross - exceptional.  His docility is excellent as he is a 
very manageable bull, which is similar to all the bulls 
produced by 640D.  Every animal that 640D produces 
is robust in their muscling and many of his flushmates 
have found favour in purebred programs working here 
and at Prime Ridge Stock Farms and Wagonhammer 
Ranches.  His flushmate female was the high selling 
heifer calf in our Finest Female Production sale, selling 
to 4G Angus.  This was the last of the Banknote x Grace 
640D embryos that we had and it was definitely a top 
shelf flush without a single questionable calf.  Here 
again is an excellent opportunity to get in on a no holes 
bull with a fabulous dam.
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CE BW WW YW Milk

1.0 3.3 60 113 20

BW Adj WW Adj YW

93 726 1291

DDAC SCORE: 4/5
FOOT SCORE: C-5 A-6

CALVING EASE: * COWS 
FRAME SCORE: 6.8 HIP HEIGHT: 50”

12
JAYMARANDY BIG STAR 212K

LotLot

R B ACTIVE DUTY 0010X
NORTH CAMP SILVER STAR 5103

MALSONS JILT 13Z

WMR TIMELESS 458
YOUNG DALE PEG 719E
YOUNG DALE PEG 77P

2278912 | JLMA 212K | FEBRUARY 1, 2022

 He is an exceptional individual.  He is one of the largest bulls available and has a very deep and unique pedigree with a top side that is outcross 
too many mainstream pedigrees and many sires available in semen catalogues.  That said, his sire is a Semex bull that has shared service with 
Hamilton Farms and is a 2 time high selling bull in Denver. Once as the Syndicated high selling bull in the Angus Bull Sale as a calf and another 
in the Denim and Diamonds Sale as the 2 year Old Division Champion.  It is hard to put together a greater ownership and set of achievement 
endorsements. His dam is best described as a larger framed, long made, roomy middled female that has an exceptional hoof structure.  Our only 
WMR Timeless daughter and she makes me wish I had a more.  As an individual Big Star has a WW Ratio of 103, YW Ratio of 126 and Life Ration 
of 113 from a cow with a YW Ratio of 108@4 and Life Ratio of 103@4.  If we weren’t already strong on bull power this bull would be making this 
place his forever home. A maternal brother sold to Funk Farms in our 2021 online sale.
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CE BW WW YW Milk

5.5 0.3 43 81 27

BW Adj WW Adj YW

91 662 1176

DDAC SCORE: 3/5
FOOT SCORE: C-4 A-6

CALVING EASE: ** COWS/BIG HEIFERS
FRAME SCORE: 6.3 HIP HEIGHT: 50”

13
JAYMARANDY ATLANTIS 216K

LotLot

S A V RAINFALL 6846
SQUARE B ATLANTIS 8060

ELBANNA OF CONANGA 1209

PF HOOVER DAM 041
YOUNG DALE GRACE 169B
YOUNG DALE GRACE 107W

2289347 | JLMA 216K | FEBRUARY 10, 2022

Atlantis is a combination of elite calving ease cattle and should work well for heifers when you assess this pedigree and epd profile.  His recip dam 
is a big roomy performance cow with a traditionally long Limousin gestation that normally exceeds the 289 day continental gestation length when 
having a natural calf.  Which is why she was turned into a recip.  This is no doubt what brought about a bit of extra BW.  His dam is none other than our 
cornerstone donor that is owned with Beaman X6 Ranch and C Bar L Cattle Company.  She is presently down in Colorado at Trans Ova and is continuing 
to be a highly productive donor.  She carries a $50,000 US valuation and has produced in excess of $245,000 in offspring and embryo sales.  His sire 
is Square B Atlantis who is seeing heavy use by numerous Purebred operations in North America.  216K is well structured, has a calving ease skull 
and frame, lots of muscle, eye appeal and plenty of good Canadian shag hair coat.  
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CE BW WW YW Milk

7.2 4.4 84 122.7 26.6

BW Act WW Act YW

97 812 1170

DDAC SCORE: 4/5
FOOT SCORE: C-4 A-6

CALVING EASE: * COWS 
FRAME SCORE: 6.6 HIP HEIGHT: 50.5”

14
JL MERCHANT 206K

LotLot

MR HOC BROKER
RF MERCHANT 481B

TLG FLIRTIN WITH YOU

MRL 69D
WILC GISELLE 42G
WILC KARMA 2A

BPG1403861 | JL 206K | JANUARY 14, 2022

CE BW WW YW Milk

7.6 3.6 75 103.2 25.1

BW Act WW Act YW

94 756 1092

DDAC SCORE: UNKNOWN
FOOT SCORE: C-5 A-5

CALVING EASE: * COWS 
FRAME SCORE: 7.1 HIP HEIGHT: 50.75”

15
JL BROKER 14K

LotLot

SVF STEEL FORCE S701
MR HOC BROKER

JM BF H25

SVF/NJC BUILT RIGHT N48
IRCC WISH LIST 923W
INDIAN RIVER ROMANCE

BPTG1404023 | JL 14K | MARCH 16, 2022

The Simmental bulls are new to our offering.  
I felt the need for the farm to diversify and 
as such felt the Simmental breed was the 
direction best travelled.  With the inclusion 
of the Simmental we decided a slower paced 
development was our best approach and found a 
couple of really nice cows and some embryo lots 
to launch with.  This baldie bull has a very unique 
set of markings, is muscular, has a beautiful Red 
dam and is sired by one of my favorite Canadian 
born herd bulls, Merchant.  His mother’s first 
few udders have been quite nice and she is 
definitely a cow that is built with longevity in 
mind - moderate framed, roomy middled with 
excellent structure and hoof composition.  
Stout made with muscle, excellent movement 
and perfect feet.

Here is powerfully outlined ET bull that is the 
largest framed bull in the offering.  He is long 
bodied and powerful with a great set of feet on 
a well made skeleton.  Look for Broker to make 
pounds of profit for his new owner.  He has one 
flushmate working as a donor cow for Canadian 
Donors and Rancier Farms and was bred in the 
respectable and reputation program of Indian 
River Cattle Company.  2 female flushmates will 
be working here in the near future. Very Unique 
in his markings for those that love a little colour.
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TheThe ANGUS FAMILY
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TO THE BIDDERS AND BUYERS OF OUR “JAYMARAN-
DY LIVESTOCK FINEST FEMALE SALE 2022”

JAYMARANDY GEORGINA 103J 
Purchased by Beaman X6 Ranch, Lasalle Colorado.
$21,000
JAYMARANDY GRACE 120J 
Purchased by Severtson Land and Cattle, Rocky 
Mountain County Alberta.
$12,250
JAYMARANDY GRACE 208K
Purchased by 4G Farms, Yorkton Saskatchewan.
$5750
JAYMARANDY SOCIALITE 204K
Willow Rock Angus
$4200
JAYMARANDY GEORGINA 202K
Sophie Koshel
$3600
EMBRYO PRUCHASES
Corne Vissor & Benji Gustafson

WITH PROFOUND GRATITUDE WE SAY
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THANKYouYou
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RETURN UNDELIVERABLE MAIL TO

RR4 SITE 7 BOX 28 OLDS, AB T4H 1T8

If you wish to stop receiving catalogues from 
BMS, please email jodi@bohrson.com or call/text 
403-519-3515 to be removed from the mailing list


